Compressive strength of some polyalkenoates with or without dental amalgam alloy incorporation.
The present study compares the compressive strength after one week of some conventional glass-ionomer restorative materials with that of glass ionomers reinforced by the addition of ceramic-coated silver or dental amalgam alloy particles to the aluminosilicate glass powder. Apart from the commercially available Ketac Silver and Miracle Mix, experimental mixtures of Fuji II glass-ionomer powder, the old as well as the new version, with various amounts of either a spherical or lathe-cut amalgam alloy were investigated. For the conventional glass ionomers, the mean compressive strength based on all measurements amounts to 159.9 +/- 4.5 MPa. Both formulations of Fuji II have a comparable strength after one-week maturation. The compressive strength of Ketac Silver does not differ significantly from that of Ketac Fill or from that of the conventional glass ionomers investigated. The effect of admixing amalgam alloy on the compressive strength is found to be determined by the shape and the amount of the alloy particles. Moreover, both parameters are interactive with the formulation of the Fuji glass ionomer used for preparation of the mixture. The results indicate that when dental amalgam alloy is added to the glass ionomer, lathe-cut particles are to be preferred but only in an amount up to 20% by weight.